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Adam Bere is the Director of Consultancy at Rockfield. His presentation will be at 9:00 Central Time on Thursday, September 29, 2022. The topic is “Calibration of Hydraulic Fracture Modelling for Initial and Re-frac Operations via Real-time Fluid Tracking.”

Abstract
Multi-cluster hydraulic fracture modelling conducted with the full-physics software ‘Elfen-tgr’ has been show to produce non-symmetric fractures due to the effect of stress shadowing between adjacent fractures - a phenomenon that is not captured in many fracturing simulators. The non-symmetric fracture patterns evolve dynamically during the fracture propagation phase, and are a function of many geological and operational factors such as rock stiffness, in-situ stress/pore pressure conditions, completion design (cluster spacing and perforation design), and injection rate and fluid type.

Advances in real-time fluid tracking provides a valuable calibration point for the non-symmetric fracture growth seen with the modelling; and has allowed successful operational decisions to be made with confidence for both initial and re-fracturing scenarios.
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